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THE HARD BREMSSTRAHLUNG IN e+e� ! 4fWITH NON-ZERO FERMION MASSES� ��Karol KoªodziejInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Poland(Reeived Otober 22, 1999)An e�ient method for alulating polarized matrix elements of thefour fermion reations e+e� ! 4f and orresponding hard bremsstrahlungreations with non-zero fermion masses is disussed. The numerial resultsfor the total ross setions and some di�erential ross setions of e+e� !u �d����� and e+e� ! u �d����� are given. The dependene on the fermionmasses is illustrated by omparing the hard bremsstrahlung orretions todi�erent semi-leptoni hannels.PACS numbers: 13.40.Ks, 02.70.Lq, 11.80.Cr1. IntrodutionThe analysis of W�-pair prodution at LEP2 and at future high energye+e� linear olliders (NLC) requires the knowledge of the preise StandardModel (SM) preditions inluding radiative orretions. Atually, as theW bosons almost immediately deay, the preise preditions for the reationse+e� ! 4f; (1)where 4f denotes a possible four fermion �nal state, are neessary. A spei��nal state of (1) an be obtained not only by the prodution and deay oftwo virtual W bosons. It also reeives a ontribution from a single or noW boson exhange, whih is sometimes referred to as a non doubly-resonantbakground. The lowest order SM results for reations (1) inluding somelasses of the radiative orretions suh as the initial and �nal state radiation,Coulomb orretions, running of the �ne struture onstant, et., for all the� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999.�� Based on work in ollaboration with Fred Jegerlehner.(3341)



3342 K. Koªodziejpossible four fermion �nal states have been already implemented in severalMonte Carlo event generators and semi-analyti programs whih have beenthoroughly ompared in Ref. [1℄.A alulation of the omplete O(�) eletroweak virtual orretions toreations (1) is a formidable task whih has not been ompleted yet for anyof the possible �nal states. Suh a omplete alulation was performed forthe prodution of the on shell W bosons in Ref. [2℄ and later extended toe+e� ! W+W� ! 4f (2)in the double-pole approximation, see Ref. [7℄ for the most reent review andRef. [6℄ for a simple analyti approximation in the high energy regime.Conerning the real photon emission the situation looks muh better.The hard photon bremsstrahlung to the on shell W -pair prodution wasalulated in Refs. [3℄ and [4℄, and to the four-fermion reations mediated bytwo resonantW bosons (2) in Ref. [8℄. The omplete lowest order alulation,inluding the non doubly-resonant bakground, of e+e� ! e���eu �d waspresented in Ref. [9℄ and alulations ofe+e� ! 4f (3)with the iterative algorithm ALPHA [10℄ for an arbitrary �nal state werereported in Ref. [11℄. Results on bremsstrahlung for purely leptoni reationshave been published in Ref. [12℄ and reently preditions for all proessese+e� ! 4f with massless fermions have been presented in Ref. [13℄.Presently available e+e� ! 4f; 4f matrix�elements are preise enoughfor the analysis of LEP2 data, however, at the NLC, radiative orretionswill get more signi�ant. In partiular the proper treatment of the ollinearphotons will be ruial. It requires to take into aount the fermion massesappropriately. Therefore, an e�ient method of alulating the hard photonbremsstrahlung for four fermion prodution in e+e� annihilation withoutnegleting the fermion masses has been proposed in Ref. [14℄. With thenon-zero fermion masses, the phase spae integration an be performed tothe very ollinear limit, the ross setions an be alulated independentlyof angular uts, the bakground ontributions oming from undeteted hardphotons an be estimated, the pole arising when a photon exhanged in thet-hannel approahes its mass shell an be orretly handled and the Higgsboson e�ets an be inorporated in a onsistent way.



The Hard Bremsstrahlung in e+e� ! 4f ... 33432. Method of alulationThe polarized matrix elements of any of reations (1) and (3) an bealulated with the use of the method developed in Refs. [3℄ and [14℄. Thealulation is performed for a given set of external partile momenta in a�xed referene frame, e.g. the entre of mass system of the initial partiles,where the initial momenta are parallel to the z axis. The Dira � matriesare hosen in the Weyl representation and the fermion spinors in the heliitybasis are used. Fermion masses are kept non-zero. For simpliity photonpolarization vetors are hosen real. However, omplex polarization vetorsin the heliity basis ould be used instead if one were interested in polarizedross setions. The reader is referred to Refs. [3℄ and [14℄ for the expliitde�nitions of the spinors and polarization vetors.It is very useful to selet parts of the Feynman graphs of reations (1) and(3) whih ontain a single unontrated Lorentz index and de�ne generalizedpolarization vetors. Suh a generalized polarization vetor is for examplethe oupling of an internal gauge boson to the external fermionsV �q p1; �1p2; �2 ! "�V (p1; p2; �1; �2) (4)= D��V (q) � 1(p1; �1)� �g(�)V P� + g(+)V P+� 2(p2; �2);where � 1(p1; �1) and  2(p2; �2) are spinors of a partile or an antipartile offour-momentum pi, mass mi and heliity �i, P� are the hirality projetorsand g(�)V are the orresponding ouplings, D��V (q) is the vetor boson prop-agator and q = �p1 � p2 is the four-momentum transfer. The +(�) signorresponds to an outgoing (inoming) partile.The photon emission from any of the external fermion legs of (4) an betaken into aount by de�ning other generalized polarization vetors, e.g.V �q p1; �1p2; �2k; � ! "�V (p1; p2; k; �1; �2; �)= D��V (q + k) � 1(p1; �1)g1="(k; �) �=p1 + =k +m1(�p1 + k)2 �m21�� �g(�)V P� + g(+)V P+� 2(p2; �2); (5)where the upper (lower) sign is assumed if  1 represents an outgoing partile(an inoming antipartile), "�(k; �) is the photon polarization vetor and g1



3344 K. Koªodziejis the photon oupling to  1. The photon emission from the other fermionleg of (4) an be represented by a similar generalized polarization vetor.A ontration of the triple gauge boson oupling with two (generalized)polarization vetors an be onsidered as another generalized polarizationvetor, e.g.
V �q W+� "�1p1

W�� "�2p2 ! "�V (1; 2) = D��V (q)� (WWV )��� (p1; p2; q)"�1"�2 (6)= D��V (q)gWWV [(p1 � p2)� "1 �"2 + (p2 � q)�"1 "2�+(q � p1)�"2 "1�℄ ;where V = ; Z0 and the dependene on four momenta and polarizationsof the generalized polarization vetors has been represented by subsripts 1and 2.Similarly the quarti gauge boson oupling ontrated with three (gen-eralized) polarization vetors is also a generalized polarization vetor.Corresponding salar objets an be de�ned for the Higgs boson by re-plaing the vetor boson ouplings and propagator in Eqs. (4)�(6) by theHiggs boson ouplings and propagator.With the polarization vetors of Eqs. (4)�(6), an amplitude of any Feyn-man graph of e+e� ! 4f() an be written in a simple form without on-trations of the Lorentz indies. In order to illustrate this onsider thesemi-leptoni proesse+(p1) + e�(p2)! U(p3) + �D(p4) + l�(p5) + ��l(p6); (7)and the orresponding bremsstrahlung reatione+(p1) + e�(p2)! U(p3) + �D(p4) + l�(p5) + ��l(p6) + (p7): (8)In reations (7) and (8), U = u; ; t; D = d; s; b; l = �; � and the partilemomenta have been indiated in the parenthesis. The Feynman diagrams ofreation (7) are shown in Fig. 1. The diagrams of reation (8) an be obtainfrom those of Fig. 1 by attahing an external photon line to eah hargedpartile and to the triple gauge boson vertex of diagrams (2), (3) in Fig. 1.
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(10)Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams of reation (7)The neessary generalized polarization vetors are"� � "� (p1; p2; �1; �2) = D�� (p12) �v1(p1; �1)�g1u2(p2; �2);"�Z � "�Z(p1; p2; �1; �2) = D��Z (p12) �v1(p1; �1)�� �g(�)Z1 P� + g(+)Z1 P+�u2(p2; �2);"�+ � "�W+(p3; p4; �3; �4) = D��W (p34) �u3(p3; �3)�gWP�v4(p4; �4);"�� � "�W�(p5; p6; �5; �6) = D��W (p56) �u5(p5; �5)�gWP�v6(p6; �6) ; (9)where p12 = p1 + p2, p34 = p3 + p4 and p56 = p5 + p6; g1; g(�)Z1 and gW arethe SM ouplings. The photon propagator D�� (q) is taken in the Feynmangauge and the propagators of the massive gauge bosons D��V (q), V =W;Z,are de�ned in the unitary gauge. The onstant widths �W ; �Z are introduedthrough the omplex mass parametersM2V = m2V � imV �V (10)in the propagators. The eletroweak mixing parameter is kept real, though.This simple presription violates the SU(2) gauge invariane. However, aomparison of the total ross setions of reations (7), (8) with those ofRef. [13℄, whih were obtained in di�erent gauge and in the sheme wherethe omplex masses of Eq. (10) are used both in propagators and ouplings,shows an agreement within the Monte Carlo errors [14℄. The agreementholds for energies up to 10 TeV whih means that the unitarity anellationsare not spoiled to an extent that may have been relevant for present and



3346 K. Koªodziejfuture experiments. The eletromagneti gauge invariane of (8) is preservedfor the non-zero fermion masses even if the widths �W and �Z are treatedas two independent parameters. This has been heked analytially andon�rmed by the numerial alulation.With the generalized polarization vetors of Eq. (9), the amplitudes or-responding to the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1 an be written asM1 = �v1gW ="+P� =p2 � =p56(p2 � p56)2 gW="�P�u2;M2;3 = gWWV [(p12 + p56)�"+ "V �"� + (p34 � p56)�"V "+ �"�� (p12 + p34)�"� "V �"+℄ ;M4;5 = �u3="V �g(�)V 3 P� + g(+)V 3 P+� =p3 � =p12 +m3(p3 � p12)2 �m23 gW ="�P�v3;M6;7 = �u3gW ="�P� =p3 + =p56 +m4(p3 + p56)2 �m24 ="V �g(�)V 4 P� + g(+)V 4 P+� v3;M8;9 = �u5="V �g(�)V 5 P� + g(+)V 5 P+� =p5 � =p12 +m5(p5 � p12)2 �m25 gW ="+P�v6;M10 = �u5gW ="+P� =p5 + =p34(p5 + p34)2 ="Zg(�)Z6 P�v6 ; (11)where the double subsripts on the left hand side orrespond to V = ; Z0on the right hand side. In the Weyl representation, the Dira algebra of4 � 4 matries in Eqs. (9) and (11) an be easily redued to the algebra of2�2 matries [14℄ and then they an be implemented in a FORTRAN programand omputed numerially for any spei� set of the partile momenta andpolarizations. The Fortran 90 language standard whih ontains intrinsifuntions for array manipulations is partiularly suitable for this task. Notethat amplitudes of the diagrams whih di�er only in ontributions fromthe photon and Z propagators an be added, whih redues the number ofamplitudes to be alulated.The matrix element of the bremsstrahlung reation (8) is alulated inthe same way. Three representatives of the 71 Feynman diagrams whihontribute to reation (8) if the Higgs exhange is negleted are depited inFig. 2. The orresponding amplitudes readM1 = �v1g1="7 =p7 � =p1 +m1(p7 � p1)2 �m21 gW ="+P� =p2 � =p56(p2 � p56)2 gW ="�P�u2;M2;3 = = gV WW ("V �"+ "7 �"� + "V �"� "7 �"+ � 2"V �"7 "+ �"�) ;M4;5 = �u3="V �g(�)V 3 P� + g(+)V 3 P+� �=p4 � =p56 +m3(�p4 � p56)2 �m23 gW ="�P�v3 ; (12)
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(4),(5)Fig. 2. The Feynman diagrams of reation (7)where "�7 � "�(p7; �7) is the photon polarization vetor and the generalizedpolarization vetor "V is de�ned aording to Eq. (5).In the soft photon limit, jp7j < !, the matrix element of reation (8)fatorizesM jjp7j<! = ��g1 p�1p1 �p7 � g2 p�2p2 �p7 + g3 p�3p3 �p7�g4 p�4p4 �p7 + g5 p�5p5 �p7� "�(p7; �7)M0; (13)where gi, i = 1; : : : ; 5 are the photon-fermion ouplings.The spin averaged matrix element squared is then omputed numerially.The phase spae integration is done with the Monte Carlo routine VEGAS[15℄. The number of integrations is redued from 8 to 7 for reation (7)and from 11 to 10 for the bremsstrahlung reation (8) by integrating outthe dependene on the azimuthal angle related to the rotational symmetrywith respet to the beam axis. In order to aount for a number of peaks inthe matrix element a few di�erent phase spae parametrizations of reation(8) are used whih are then ombined in a single multihannel Monte Carlo.In the soft photon limit, the integrals over the photon phase spae an beperformed analytially due to the fatorization of Eq. (13). The reader isreferred to Ref. [14℄ for the details of the phase spae integration.3. Numerial resultsIn this setion, some numerial results for reations (7) and (8) will begiven. The relevant physial parameters are the gauge boson masses andwidths mW = 80:23 GeV, �W = 2:085 GeV, mZ = 91:1888 GeV, �Z =2:4974 GeV, the fermion masses: me = 0:51099906 MeV, m� = 105:658389MeV, m� = 1777:05 MeV, mu = 5 MeV, md=10 MeV, ms=170 MeV,m=1.3 GeV. The SM ouplings are parametrized by �W = 1=128:07 andby the eletroweak mixing parameter sin2 �W = 0:22591. The ouplings of



3348 K. Koªodziejthe bremsstrahlung photon are parametrized by � = 1=137:0359895 whihmeans in pratie that we multiply the matrix element squared by the ratio�=�W .The matrix elements of reations (7) and (8) have been heked againstMADGRAPH [16℄ and the eletromagneti gauge invariane of (8) has beenveri�ed both analytially and numerially. The phase spae integrals havebeen heked against their asymptoti limits obtained analytially. Thesoft photon ut o� independene of the splitting of the bremsstrahlung rosssetion into the soft and hard photon part has been veri�ed. Finally, the totalross setion of e+e� ! u �d����� has been ompared against Refs. [17℄ and[13℄ and the total ross setion of the orresponding bremsstrahlung reationin the presene of the anonial uts has been ompared with Ref. [13℄.The energy dependene of the total ross setions of reations e+e� !u �d����� and e+e� ! u �d�����, is shown in Fig. 3. The hard bremsstrahlungross setion has been alulated with the photon energy ut E = 1 GeV.
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0.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.10Fig. 3. The energy dependene of the total ross setionsIn order to illustrate the dependene on the fermion masses the rosssetions of di�erent �nal states of reation (8) for a few entre of massenergies are listed in Table I. The ross setions, for the energy ut E > 0:1GeV, hange by about �9% at 189 GeV and by about �6% at 2 TeV.



The Hard Bremsstrahlung in e+e� ! 4f ... 3349TABLE IMass dependene of the total ross setions of (8) in fb for E > 0:1 GeVEm GeV �(u �d�����) �(�s�����) �(u �d����� )189.0 573.4(4) 525.2(4) 522.6(4)360.0 448.5(4) 418.4(4) 414.1(4)500.0 322.8(4) 302.0(4) 298.1(3)2000.0 56.48(27) 53.19(25) 52.67(13)The photon spetra at ps = 189 GeV and ps = 500 GeV for reatione+e� ! u �d����� are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the spetra arerelatively soft, with a substantial fration of events having photon energiesof O(�W ). A bump of the 189 GeV spetrum at E � 25 GeV re�ets theW -pair prodution threshold.
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0.001Fig. 4. The photon spetra at ps = 189 GeV and ps = 500 GeVFinally the invariant mass distributions of the u �d quark pair d�=dm234 ofreations e+e� ! u �d����� e+e� ! u �d����� at ps = 189 GeV are plottedas a funtion of the invariant mass m34 in Fig. 5.
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1.41.210.80.60.40.20Fig. 5. The di�erential ross setion d�=dm234 atps = 189GeV versus the invariantmass of the u �d pair m34.4. Conlusions and outlookAn e�ient method for alulating photon radiation ross setions formassive fermions has been disussed. It allows for a orret treatment ofthe ollinear phase spae regions and for a onsistent implementation of theHiggs boson e�ets. The semi-leptoni hannels of reations (1) and (3)and in partiular the reations e+e� ! u �d����� and e+e� ! u �d�����have been studied. The latter is well suited for an investigation of ef-fets of the �nal state photon emission, e.g. on the W mass measurementsine muons appear well separated from photons in detetors. One ouldstudy the quark mass e�ets due to the di�erent quark �avor hannels ine+e� ! ����� + hadrons at a high luminosity linear ollider, like TESLA.Of partiular interest would be a detailed investigation of the single top pro-dution hannel e+e� ! t�b�����. This reation requires a speial treatmentbeause of the pole developed by the t-quark propagator in diagrams (4),(5) of Fig. 1. The pole ould be regularized by introduing a onstant widthof the top whih, however, violates the eletromagneti gauge invariane ofthe bremsstrahlung reation e+e� ! t�b�����. Therefore, the reliability ofresults obtained with the onstant width presription has to be arefullystudied, before the atual numbers are presented. Having the �nal statephoton resolution in e+e� ! U �D����� ould also make it possible to in-vestigate e.g. the quarti V WW ouplings (V = ; Z), whih are absenton the Born level of 4f prodution.
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